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About This Game

Feel the thrill of being a goalie - catch, stop and block slap shots in this fun VR hockey goalie game.

Built by a hockey goalie for other goalies that are either too far away from ice or can't get enough of the action.

Fully immersive with surround sound and haptic vibration for realistic gameplay.

Multiple levels of difficulty, lefties and righties welcome.

Play against friends with local shooter mode.

HTC Vive and Oculus compatible.

FREE TO PLAY!

Ready to take your game to the next level? Check out NetStars VR Goalie Trainer -
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goalie challenge vr

Pay 2 win
Pay 2 fun
Pay 4 everything
. Im new to VR. (just got my Rift) and this was one of the first escape room games I have played. I got the whole Blue Entropy
bundle and I would say the that all in all the games are pretty good. Graphics are ok, I liked the backstory of the explorers, the
castle and the magical stones. I also thought that the puzzles were well paced, not too much all at once.
Occasionally I was frustrated when I couldnt find the missing gem, but I guess thats normal in an escapce room.
 I did notice a few objects floating in air and it seemed like the rotation of the objects in my hands was off. Maybe this is
because I am running a rift through steam. Maybe the game is optimised for vive. I dont know its just a little weird but no big
deal. Also some objects were stuck in the air when I threw them and I wanted to smash and break the pottery. But hey, you cant
have it all. In general I had a lot of fun and I would recommend this for fanst of escape room games.

. Best pack of all in my opinion. Personally I love the songs, and it is that much easier to practice on songs that you like. The
fact that maiden songs are in standard E tuning is just a bonus. (Some other songs that are very low tuned are hard to play since
the strings get easily out of tune after a few bends, and even pressing the string on a higher fret makes it bend somewhat, so you
will have missed notes on occasion). Pretty awesome pack, including Black Suit
Even though I hope for more stuff, still fun to mess around. What's here is good. Sadly, that's a single episode when the
schedule says we should have three by now. When it's finished and all five are released, it might be worth the money. Based on
the first one... eh. Wait for a sale.

And that "music" that starts the first episode? Please never do that again.. Railroad X like its predecessors is a brilliant extensive
model railway simulator. A bit time consuming to create a good furnished route, but well worth the effort. Don't be put off by
the somewhat crude models as in game they appear somewhat better. The level of control of all the vehicles is very good and it's
easy to set up multiple trains and road vehicles. For example you can have many trains on the same track controlled as in real
life by block signals. You can set some trains to stop at stations while others pass through without stopping. Not much that you
cannot do as regards automating a full and complex layout.
Now for the downside. The EEP shop..... Items purchased are linked to your registration number. I so far have not been able to
get one for the Steam version. This does not stop the shop selling you items if you have a previous registration as I do for EEP 7.
I now have a number of purchases that I can't use in Railroad X and no one replies to my e-mails.
I used to be able to purchase for EEP 7 but now I find even those purchases cannot be used with EEP 7 even though they were
bought through my EEP 7 registered account.
The EEP crew have now sorted out my registration to Railroad X.. A fantastic concept not fully realised.

Pros: + beautiful graphics
+ Interesting micromanagment
+ tool tips almost everywhere

Cons: - Tedious late game
- terrible UI
- no roster management
- no auto pause function
- no character progression
- limited roster
- limited content

I feel this game could be really, really good. Unfortunatley, it's just not. In the few hours that I gave it I fought the UI more than
the mechanics, I exhausted the incoming roster of adventurers and by the time I got bored I had more money than I knew what
to do with. Stats don't seem to mean anything and neither does equipment. I'm not totally panning the game though, the graphics
are great and the management systems are sound. I just feel it needs more effort in a lot of areas.
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This game truly captured my full attention with it's relaxing and yet creepy atmosphere.
I stumpled on this randomly and i need to say i entirely enjoyed the experience.

The environment is really astonishing , despite it being nothing special at all (and somewhat expected environment for a horror
game) and this is what makes it so interesting.
The music is relaxing as well up to certain points where you shift from your relaxed state to your uneasy anxiety.
The story itself was truly something, which i was fascinated about.

It might have been a short experience but it was still very enjoyable for my taste and when i've noticed that this is one of the
first games the developer ever made so far, i've made up my mind to recommend this game and give a little support.

Thanks for the little experience i hope i will see more games off that kind from the developer.

If you enjoy games where you feel relaxed, a bit puzzled and also creeped out the next second then this is the right game for
you. If you're not red then you're dead. Duckhunt meets terminator, has baby raised by Carl from Slingblade. The only bad thing
about this game is after playing a round, my index finger feels like I'm sixteen and just got home from a highschool prom.. A
serious throwback to the 90s JRPGs of yesteryear.

My only gripe with the game so far is melee combat. This stems from the cell-based structure of the game's aesthetic, so aiming
with melee can be somewhat tedius. If you're not directly in front of your enemy, you won't land a single blow. Combine this
with the bizzarre knockback you get everytime you bump into an enemy, and melee rapidly loses its appeal.

The music and the design of the game, however, really shine. It's a heartfelt nod to all of your favorite 8\/16\/32bit JRPGs from
the SNES\/PSX and earlier gaming years. Fans of titles like Chrono Trigger will feel very comfortable here in the world of
Azuria.

For 5$, you most certainly get your moneys worth. There's a lot offered to keep you preoccupied: crafting, creature farming,
house building (you can even plant decorative and functional flora as well) and spell crafting. Spell crafting is a very nice
addition, because you can essentially craft any ability from a profession and use it regardless of what masteries you decide to
pursue. So, if you're a lvl 9 billion Wizard of Icy Death, you can still pull out a rusty dagger and backstab foes if you're playstyle
you chose begins to bore you.

The game's charm is highly understated and it becomes evident the longer you play, slowly getting sucked in by its vintage-game
copycatism. It takes modern elements of the sandbox genre and does a very good job at blending it with the old school.

For 5$, you should definitely add this title to your library if you're any sort of RPG fan.. this is a great game and I recomend it
to anyone who likes hard rpg games. Cool concept and a good challenge ruined by glitches and frustration.

I actually would have preferred it if there was a larger focus on farming and less of a focus on pulling my hair out by the roots..
Pretty awful. Whether or not the characters are offensive stereotypes are a secondary concern given that the game has very little
in the way of redeeming features. The game can be finished in a few minutes, using just one or two of the attacks you have.
There is no variance in enemies - no new strategies are needed and you don't learn any new skills as you progress. The graphics
are very simplistic, and it's fairly obvious this was designed for a touch screen....

The whole thing comes across as something that a student makes to learn how to program in Android...not something you'd
expect to pay money for. I only played this because it came in a bundle, but I certainly wouldn't buy it on it's own!
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